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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

14, 1970

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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The Weather
United Sr..,
laterostiosal

Our Golden Chain trees are
growing. They came up from
seeds planted by Wade Roberts.
He brought us two of them in a
little peat moss cup. They are up
about eight inches high and we
placed them in a big pot out back.
We promised Clyde Steele one of
them since he put out the tree in
the court yard several years ago,
on the southeast corner, and the
seeds came from this tree.
You may have noticed that it
bloomed this year and looked
right handsome. It is about three
inches at the base now. These
trees grow to enormous size.

By United Press International
Kentucky: Partly cloudy and
warm today with
wi
widely scatred afternoon thundershowers
west portion.
Conderable cloudiness tonight and
unday.
Scattered thunershowers spreading eastward
ver much of state tonight
decreasing from the west late
Sunday. Not so warm most
ections Sunday. Highs today
d Sunday mid 80s to low 90s.
ws tonight mid 60s to low 70s.
EXTENDSC) FORECAST
By United Press International
etended weather outlook for
entucky Monday through
dnesday:

f
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•

izens Urged To
Atainly end Hearing On
Hii ghway Widening
Two Car Collision
Occurs On Friday
At 8th & Poplar

Public Hearing Set For
Next Wednesday At Noon

Nat Ryan Hughes, Chairman of attend the August 19 public
the local four-laning of the 641- hearing set by the Kentucky State
Chance of showers over state
A two car collision occurred North committee, has urged
that Highway Department.
nday and in southeast portion Friday at 2:45 p.m. at the in- as many local
people as possible The hearing will be held in the'
Tuesday.antt;Wednesday. Highs tersection of South 8th and Poplar
University Sellessi auditorium
-King's Hi Life" wan the flae Harness Stake for Blackwell Stables at the Paducah Charity Horse in the low to upper 80s. Lows in Streets, according to the inand will be foreeeded by a lunShow
ou.Masaisty.
,":"411lltan
Blackwen
low
is
to
shown
mid
receiving
60s
the award. Several Murrayans woo
northeast to the vestigating report filed by the
Somebody told us that when you
cheon in the school cafeteria.
prizes lit the horse show.
low 70!, southwest.
officers of the Murray Police
Hughes said that the entire
(Continued on Page six)
Department. No injuries were
Photo By Curtie Vaughn,Paducah
affair will be informal and is
reported.
TVA LAKE STAGES
being held by the Department of
By United Press International Cars involved were a 1965 The 1970 Murray High School Highways
to get some idea of
yearbooks
will be distributed on
7 a.m. midnight Pontiac Catalina owned by
public opinion on the proposed
Monday
morning,
August
17,
Caldwell
Savannah
Used Cars of Murray
355.8 Fluctuate
project.
from. nine a.m. to 12 noon.
Perryville
533.9 Fluctuate and driven by Rondal Omer
Any
yearbooks
that are not The Murray City Council has
Johnsonville
366.2 Fall 0.1 Collie of Dexter, and a 1965 Ford
picked
up
at
that
tune may be gone on record as_supporting the
tour
,
dc,oix cmsied - by ..XwScott Fitzhugh- -356.6 Fail 0.2
received
the
first
day
of school, use of what is known as Corridor
Eggners Ferry_ _356.5 Fall 0.2 Perry and driven by Josephine
August
26.
Students
should have 4 in the four-inning of the Benton
Kentucky HW
356.6 Fall 0.2 Reiinolds, 304 Pine:Street,
their receipts, balance due, and Road. This corridor lies just west
Murray.
Kentucky TW 301.3 Fluctuate
Collie was going east on Poplar 25 cents for the plastic covers, a
Kentuckians of Michigan, Inc.
and was in the process of making school spokesman said.
will hold their ninth annual
a right turn onto South 8th Street.
Kentucky Picnic on Sunday
FOUR CITED
August 23 at Garden City,
Four persons were cited by the'Miss Reynolds was going south
Michigan in Garden City Park at
Murray Police Department on South 8th Street and was in
Cherry Hill and Merriman Road.
yesterday and last night. They process of making a right turn
were one for driving while in- onto Poplar Street. The police
The group is made up of former
toxicated, one for driving while report said the Ford struck the Primary
and
secondary there are still people who do not
Pontiac in the left rear with the
Kentucky families who are now
intoxicated and driving on
schools throughout Kentucky will stop for school buses loading and
residents of Michigan.
Mrs
revoked license, one for illegal Ford's left front.
Damage to the Pontiac was on be opening during the next few unloading children.
Bobbie Sue Williams, program
possession of alcohol an
Beard assailed such violators
the
left tear and to the Ford on weeks-Calloway County Schools
director, said that all Ken.
drinking beer in public, and on
open on August 21 and Murray and said "if caught,
the
front
end.
these people
tuckians are invited to attend.
for no city auto sticker.
City Schools open August 26— will be dealt with according
to the
She
•- _ter of Mrs
which
means
motorists must be strictest letter of the law. Any
Urn
serest,
on
the
alert for children.
Murray.
one such violation could very
The event begins at 10:30 a.m.
possibly result in the severe
Arthur E. Beard, executive injury or
with a flag ceremony with gospel
loss of life of a child
director for the Kentucky Traffic getting on
hymn and country and western
or off a bus."
Safety
Coordinatin
g Committee The KTSCC leader
music throughout the day.
explained
( KTSCC 1, urged all drivers to when a school
Groups to perform include "Lee,
bus is seen with the
exercise
extreme
caution
in
Buddy and George," Vince
stop arm out and the red lights
school and residential areas.
Roberts and the Tennessee
flashing, there Will he pupils
Country Boys, Ford Nix and his
"Last year," Beard said, getting on the bus or leaving it,
Banjo, Tony Myers and Band
"Kentucky had a good year in and some of them are likely to be
Canada), Tim Hazel and
relation to school and auto- crossing the road or street. This
Friends.
By M. C. Garrott
related accidents. If every driver is why it is imperative for traffic
There will be several speakers
The West Kentucky golf
uses proper precautions, there is to stop until the bus begins to
during the day with prizes given
spotlight again will focus on
no reason why we shouldn't be move away.
to the Kentuckians or decendants
Murray August 22 and 23 when
able to have another good year."
of Kentuckians including Queen
the Oaks Country Club holds its
Beard conferred with Louis A.
FREE KITTENS
Mother, King Father, largest
fourth annual invitational
Yandell, director of Pupil Four part Persian kittens free
Family group, couple with most
tournament.
Transportation for the Depart- to someone for pets. Box trained.
children present,longest married
More than 125 golfers are ex.
ment of Eduction, who said Phone 753-8623
couple, latest married couple,
pected to compete in the fiv( A lot in the old town of
tallest man, tallest woman,
flightsmf the 36-hold, two-day Wadesboro was sold by the Fiscal
Miss Jan Purdom, riding "Supreme's Veiled Lady" in the Pleasure
fattest person.
Pony class, won third place for medal play tournament, thi Court of Calloway County at the
There will be a number of Blackwell's Stables Monday at the Paducah Charity Horse Show. This was the
first time Miss .championship flight of which wa! regular meeting of the court held
games and prizes, rock and roll Purdom had ridden this pony.
won last year by Bob Taylor. 18 on Thursday at nine a.m. in the
bands, Kentucky fried chicken
Photo by Curtie Vaughn, Paducah year-old member of the Murray jury room of the Calloway County
and door prizes including a three
State University Golf team, wit]' Court House.
day all expense paid trip to
a three-over-par 147.
M. M. Forrest—was- the high
Kentucky.
Veteran golfer Dave Barclay. bidder with the amount of $101.70
Special guests will be Cynthia
Mayfield and recent winner of the for the lot located in Wadesboro. Word has been received here of a helicopter crash. Details of the
Bostic of Owensboro, Kentucky,
Metropolis tournament, finished The lot had been owned by the the death of United States Air crash have not been learned.
"Miss Kentucky," and Ginger
second, three strokes back at 150 county for many years since the Force Captain George Donald
He was a 1967 graduate of the
Ann Myers, of Lincoln Park, A theft of four wheels and tires
(Continued on Page Six,
county seat was formerly located Henry, Jr. Captain Henry did not US Air Force Academy, Colorado
Michigan, "Miss Kentucky," as was reported to the office of A good •number of Murray Reverie",fourth place, owned I
live in Murray, however he was Springs. He was first trained as a
there.
•
well as Michigan Governor Calloway County Sheriff Clyde horses won prizes at the Paducah Plainview Stables and ridden '
well known by a number of people transport pilot and then as a
advertiseme
An
nt
the
for
sale
Steele on Friday The wheels and Charity Horse show held on Craig Banks. Fifth
Milliken.
since he visited his grandparents helicopter pilot. Before leaving
pla(
by
lot
the
the
county
of
was
Mrs. Williams said there will tires were reported stolen from a Monday, Tuesday and Wed- "Drumbeater's Pride"; own
published in the August 3rd issue Mrs. Clifford Melugin and the for the far east, he attended
be a complete day of en- 1970 Corvette at the J. T. Todd nesday nights of this week.
and ridden by Debby Johns( •
of
the Ledger & Times. The late Mr. Melugin, on a number of survival training in Washington
tertainment "right on up until Body Shop located an Highway "King's Hi Life" won the fine
Harness
Pony
Stalc•
description
of the tract of land in occasions during the past sum- State and later jungle survival
121 South, Concord Road.
dark."
Harness Stake for Blackwell "Hollywood", fifth place, own"t: The New Providence Church of
mers
training in the Philippines. He
the ad was as follows:
Christ will be engaged in a gospel
Staables, driven by Lillian Black- by the Cherry's and driven
"Beginning at a point on the Captain Henry, age 25, met his was stationed at Makon Phnom,
meeting beginning Sunday,
well,Tom Banks drove Plainview Talmadge Tutt.
southwest corner of the public death on August 13 in Thailand, in (Continued
on Page Six)
August 16, and continuing
Stables' entry "Vicksburg, Jr."
square in Wadesboro, Kentucky,
through
Friday, August 21.
to first place in the Roadster
Open
Roadster-'`Vicksbur 4•
( see Deed Book a, page 21, in the
L. D. Willis of Cherokee, Ala.,
Stake."Black Diamond",trained Jr.", second place, driven
office of the Calloway County
by Blackwell Stables won a large Tom Banks for Plainvicit. will be the speaker and Don
Court Clerk; thence East and
Maley
will
be
the
Stables.
song leader for
racking class, ridden by his
Fifth plaet, "Belv:ne
along the southern edge of said
The popularity of Land Bet- of visitors for 1970 reached the 1
owner, David Nance. These Prince-, owned and driven t) the services each evening at 7:30.
ween the Lakes as an outdoor million mark. This figure, which
The public is invited to attend public square 297 feet to a point;
horses all won beautiful silver John Parker. John also drove
thence North and along the East
recreation
center
was is a 19.5 percent increase over the trophies and blue ribbons.
these
services, according to a
Many (Continued
edge of said public square 47 feet
dramatically illustrated last 840,000 visitors recorded at this
on
Page
Six)
!church
spokesman
other horses and riders from
By CRAIG A. PALMER
to a point; thence West and
weekend when the total number same time last year, indicates
Murray showed and placed.
parallel with the South ;edge of WASHINGTON ( UPI ) —Ob.
the ever-rising need for areas like Pleasure
Pony-' Supreme's
said public square 297 feet to a serving that "the whole thing s
Land Between the Lakes, which Veiled Lady",
third place for
point on the west edge of said has been a tragedy of errors,'
is TVA's large outdoor recreation 131ackwell's
Stables, ridden by
public square; thence south 47 Federal Judge June L. Green
and conservation education Jan Purdom.
block the
pingFo
feet to the point of beginning."'
obso
sed
y
rficla
du
efu
m
center in western Kentucky, and
Three Gaited Open-"Phillip
obsolete
ke :5
The court directed Calloway
Sheriff Clyde Steele reported Tennessee.
D", fourth placed, owned by
County Attorney Sid Easley to rockets off the Florida coast, Colt
Friday that the 1963 Ford
Included among the million Plainview Stables
and ridden by
draw up a deed for the sale of the but urged the Army to choose a
reported stolen on Friday, visitors to the area were
Janet Banks.
Surburban Q of Illinois and
shallower site.
lot to Mr; Forrest.
August 7,from James Manning of vacationers from all 50 states and
Roadster Pony-"Why Worry
County Judge Robert 0. Miller In denying a request for a Springfield, Ill., will be battling
Kirksey, was found abandoned 21 foreign countries. Many of
Caballero", second place, driven
temporary halt to the dumping for the championship tonight at
By ROBERT KAYIAMI
popular
Friday morning.
torce
troops
are presided at the meeting during
(Continued on Page six)
by Tom Banks for Plainview
which routine , bills and checks plan, Judge Green nonetheless' ix p.m. in the finals of the North
The car was found northeast of
continuing
sweeps
through
the
Stables. Fourth place "Sun
SAIGON (UP!I —South Vic. area,
Colt Division Tournament being
Pottertown about three miles
FIREMEN CALLED
about 400 miles north of were approved. A discussion of told Army lawyers that a
Dance Kid" owned and driven by namese forces have regain
played at the City Park.
shallower
area
should
roads
be
in
county
the
was
but
held
from the Poplar Spring Baptist The Murray Fire Department
Richard Henson. Fifth place, control of a heavily populatf, Saigon, but the spokesmen said
selected to lessen the danger In the first game on Friday
no action was taken.
Church
The car was not answered a call Friday at 1:01 "Mr.
regular
goverment
infantry
Can Do",owned and driven area of hamlets and villa
damaged, but the battery was p.m to the Wallace Book Store on
armored vehicles have' been Present for the meeting were that water pressure would night Murray beat Aurora,
by Talmadge Tutt.
near Quang Tri city after thy
Judge Miller, Attorney Easley, collapse the concrete coffins Colorado, 10 to seven and in the
down on the car and it had to be Olive Boulevard. Firemen said
withdrawn.
Five
Gaited
Pleasure- days' of fighting in which
Court Clerk Marvin Harris, Road holding the gas and release second game Springfield, Ill.,
towed in by a wrecker
the meter on the 'one story brick "Drumbeater's High Hopes", least
216 Communist tro(
Supervisor Ralph McCuiston, and their deadly contents all at beat Surburban Q of Illinois 7 to 3
Sheriff steele said the late building, owned by Jack Ward, fourth
place, owned and ridden were killed, military srioltesm, •
The third game on Friday night
the magistrates, K. B. Mc- once
Jackie Boyd was driving this car blew out and the fire was out on
by Debby Johnson.
said Friday.
Cuiston, Wayne Flora, Martin The judge said she was saw Surburban Q just barely
Lust Friday night.
arrival of the firemen.
Open Five Gaited-"Secret • Patrols of regional ii .1.1 (Continued on Page Six)
nosing out the Murray team 10 to
„ Yount!, and Lennts Hale.
on Page Six)-se- .1,
9.
.
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Schools Opening. Motorists
To Watch For Children

George Henry Dies
In Thailand Crash

Theft Reported At
Todd Body Shop
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Land Between The Lakes
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South Vietnamese Forces
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Television
In Review

ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Saturday Aug. 15,

the 227th day of 1970 with 138 to
follow.
The moon is between its first
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Mars
We reserve theright to reject any &dvertlatng, Letters to the Editor,
QC Public Voice Items emelt, in our opinion, are not for the best and Saturn.
Interest of our reader&
,The evening stars are MercuNATIONAL. B,EPRESENTATTV123. WALLACE WITMER 00., 1601 ry, Venus and Jupiter.
On this date in history:
billitphis. Tenn.; Time & kale 514g.. New Yore. H.Y.
1......e...asEtt Bldg. Letrons Mich.
In 1914 the American vessel
Ancon passed from the Atlantic
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for
to the Pacific, officially opening
transrms.uod as Second CiasS Matter
the Panama Canal.
BUBSCIPTION RATES. By Carrier In Murray, per weett See, per
In 1935 Will Rogers and Wiley
llama ;Lea. In Cauoway and adjoining counties, Per year, Wee. Post were killed when their
a
Loses I A. 41s.uu, aaaewnere $16.0u. Ali service subscriptions WOO plane crashed in Alaska.
In 1945 the United States
"The Osmiumlass Livia sant of a Oansassily is YR
litievity el tie Neweimger"
ended wartime gasoline rationSATURDAY—AUGUST 15, 1970

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
A. V. Farless, age 80, died today. The funeral will be held at the
West Fork Baptist Church.
The Young Democrats Club was organized here with Nathaniel
Green being elected president.
Mr. and Mrs. P. 0. Henry will celebrate their golden wedding
awiiversary on August 21 with an open house at their home, 712
Main Street.
Clifton Brown and daughter, Noel,are the guests of his mother,
Mrs. Essie Brown.

20 rears Ago Today
LEDGER & TLMES FILE

Almost three inches of rain fell today in one of the heaviest
rainfalls of the year.
_The first quarterly conference of the Kirksey Circuit of the
• Methodist Church will be held August 19 at the Mt. Cannel
"Clkurch. Rev, William S. Evans is district superintendent.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love and family spent last weak in

"Chicken Every Sunday" With Dan Dailey and Celeste Hohn is
showing at the Varsity Theatre.

30YearsAgoThis Week
LEDGER a TIMF.8 FILE

Deaths reported are Henry Green Darnell, age 73, Alonzo Lou)
Arnett, age 76, and Dr. T. J. Henslee,age 79.
Leon Columbus Tinsley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles I. Tinsley
of Lynn Grove, has been selected as the honor man of his coatpans consisting of III members who were graduated July 24 at the
U.S.-Naval Training Station at Great Lakes, Ill.
Pictured this week is Murray's new bus station recently erected
at North 6th and Walnut Streets by C. Ray at an estimated cost of
$20,800.
Ralph Gingles, member of the Murray Training School FFA,
was elected first vice-president of the Kentucky FFA at the annual convention heir'
'*".•ille.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

By ROBERT MUSEL
NEW YORK (UPI)—New
York police claim Central Park
is free --or nearly free—of
muggers and the like at least in
daylight. But it still pays to
look crvei your% shoulder in the

more thickly wooded areas. Out
of the shrubbery yesterday
came a small collection of

New Pamphlet
Available
To Veterans
Veterans desiring information
in how to secure apprenticeship
raining for a skilled trade may
secure a new pamphlet at U. S.
Veterans Assisntene'e Contor. r",*
from the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.
J. G. Ratliff, Director of the
Veterans Administration
Regional Office in Louisville
said the VA is helping the Labor
Department's Manpower Ad
ministration in the distribution of
the pamphlets. The pamphlet
points out the VA trainini
allowances for veterans witlyne

rugged looking types to rubberneck at Dennis Weaver filming
a segment of his new NBC-TV
series, "McCloud".
Weaver, who plays a Stetson
Mexico deputy
New
hatted
marshal studying metropolitar
ing.
_
crime detection methods, had a
In 1966 the New York Herald$108 a month
.45 caliber revolver in the dependents start at
Tribune went out of business
apprentices receiving at
beltband of his trousers. "I'll with
after 131 years.
additional $2 an how
titt bet," murmured a bystander least an
A thought for the day: British
most areas. The
with a meaningful glance at the starting pay in
novelist George Meridith said,
79
of some 350 jobs
lists
pamphlet
:rowd, "that's not the only
-Who rises from prayer a
wrdware
around
at
the with training periods of two to six
better man, his prayer is
moment." This clay be a libel years.
answered."
The pamphlet,a bright red and
m some good citizens and a
wrdworking mayor but it takes white publication, is called
"Appark, no less than a person, a "Veterans."' It states,
you
il
for
may
be
prenticeship
long time to 'live down a ba
you want to earn as you learn and
reputation.
future."
Weaver is completing a week want a good secure job
may be
pamphlet
of
the
Copies
If filming exteriors around the
big city—the interiors are being secured from the VA Regional
shot in Hollywood. New Yorkers Office, 600 Federal Place,
are about as blase as.,any Louisville 40202.
They are also available from
people on earth but some of his
escapades have caused so much the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
talk he is getting used to the Training field office at 400 Nunn
shout in the streets—"Hey Building, 121 Walnut Street,
40507.
David Nance rides "Black Diamond" to a large racking class first place award at the Paducah McCloud!" In one scene he had Lexington
Copies may be secured by
Charity Horse Show. The horse sir trained by Blackwell Stables and this was the first show entered to sit on a bed placed in Times
Square, as busy a spot as there writing to Manpower Adfor the horse.
Photo by Curtie Vaughn, Paducah is on earth, and give a fatherly ministration Publications Office,
lk to gorgeous Julie Newmar, Labor Department, Washington,
playing a, model engaged in a D. C. 20210.
publicity, stunt.
,
The only danger there was •
tCitiltr-= JaritEs
SITTSH
BEST SELLERS
ELLIS PARK RACES
eing. mobbed. But the other
Nolan, Chicago police detun)
day, with a light drizzle
4C.1.1,11•4 by Publlabors' ireeuri
e, thaws RtclacerT8TMi-tiay Sommer Meeting
activating the film of oil on the
ovec, assistant state's atEllatlea
torney, where he was bitJuly
24-September 7, Inc.
reets, he took a horse through
LOVE STORY - Erich Segal
ten on the arm by a young'
traffic at a full gallop, a stunt
THE FRENCH LIEUTENANTS
RACES DAILY
woman in a courtroom durWOMAN - John Fowles
-. hat would have sent the
hto Racing On Sunday
ing the trial of 11 campus
DELIVERANCE -James Diik'ey company insuring the program
GREAT LION OF GOD - Taylor into shock had it known.
activists. Ten men and five
On Highway 41 at
Caldwell
women were arrested in
Twin Bridges Between
''That's got to be a first," said
* By WALTER LOGAN
lors and there wen; printed geo- LOSING BATTLES - Eudora
Evansville, Ind. and
the ensuing clash between
Welty
Weaver modestly in his soft
YORK (UPI) - metries. New was a seersucker THE
NEW
Henderson, Ky.
spectators and police.
GANG THAT COULDN'T
irawl. "The hoss sure slithered
Alen's shirts this spring and sum wethrough.
SHOOT STRAIGHT -Jimmy
'showed
a
Mara
Countess
ibout
as
we
approached
the
TIME! 2 p.m. D.S.T
POST
Breslin
nier can hi- sunntwit up in OW
word: stripes. l'hen- arc 8Wiliqg marked preference for pastels CALICO PALACE - Gwen Bristo ?an-AM Building."
No charge for parking
her TRAVELS WITH MY AUNT That's
nothing
to
what'
stripes, pajama stripes, barbel in Solids and stripings but
Graham Greene
pole stripes. candy stripee,,,,se' i• big Lhing was knits. And from THE GODFATHER - Marto Rum— lappened to taxicab drivers, Air conditioned Club House
Italy there were- ailk-lite knit THE VALUE OF NOTHING iamming on, their brakes as the
stripes, elusier stripi-s and stri
rs
jblin'W efts
lets in a 'wide range of colo.
mrse charged among them.
ictorian
wi
that look like V
JAMES C. ELLIS PARK
there also were open look shirts
'The guy is nuts," said one
Paper.
Operated by
If you have not MOW
knit
in
a
crisp
lacy
Nonfictio
f
ading
-a
Mc'river. "Nope," said another, Dade Park Jockey Club, Inc.
l'ht• trend is toward
ed your Ledger & Timet
nu
want
patient
if
y
open
work
collars and higher .irid
'it's that McCloud guy. The
newspaper by 8 p.m. we
niiier spread collars and mire a $35 shirt. •
way he was moving maybe we
urge you to contact the
The Big Three,-- Arrow, Man- EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
I. ng sleeves for Ind weather
should all get horses."
is city circulation manager,
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT
near, Possililt, becau.sc of inoee hattan and Van Heusen -- re
-McCloud" is part of an
SEX - David Reuben
Vichael A. Holton, at 753etinditioning everviltere. ported a trend toward long
UP THE ORGANIZATION innovation in NBC program8756. Please place your
summer.
eeves
for
Cuffs are .luisiger, up- to four
Robert Townsend
ming. Four new series, each
call before 8:30 p.m.
'4 an Ileusen, representing the
MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS inches, with up to three and

Men's wear

Stripes ofall-kinds
highlight new shirts

IF YOU MISS
YOUR PAPER—

pointed

The h
Kentucky is
when the
season begin
Kentucky
squirrels
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continuing
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hunting is
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Klein

Klein Leaves the Classroom for the Stage

Art

.

,
NA,

Hospital Report

CHARLTON
HESTON

Ets.

Hun
Sat

eng

-tinning six episodes, will share
Fraser
Four buttons on,'barrel` '('Ifs. Peter Holding design influence, THEAntonia
SENSUOUS WOMAN the 10-11 p.m. EDT Wednes
'bowed more fitted shirts and
Fri
French cuffs are fancier.
HUMAN SEXUAL IN ADEQUAC1 lay night spot in the new OPEN, 7:00 II-111. Mon. tkrn
1 DAIY. Sat. and Sun.
Robert
- William Masters, M.D.. and .
Torso shirts are still in for barber pole. candy stripes, raised
teason. This may have been
Virginia E.Johnson
the vntlng gel: bill a bit looser 'urns and multi-colored satin
THE 14$'WENCI.1S11 BIBLE rtspired by the British exam- — Today thru Tue...
for thernore maitiafe man. Tliere 'tripes. Arrow ahoweetwitd
Oxford University Press and
)le. Over there they have been
e shirts,'puckered (phase)
When they take you
are inahy prints in geometric
Cambridge University Press
s, satin stripes and laces.. LOVE AND WILL'imiting most series to six a
for an out-of-tow/ter,
and other all-over patterns, a lot
Rollo May
lanhattan showed shirts with HARD TIMES - Studs Terkel
;eason for some time. They
of sheer see-through fabrics such
I KNOW WHY THE CAGED BIRD ielieve it is better to take off a they really take you.
matter was settled in his junior year. En- as voile and in the fancier lines onger points and cuffs with
SINGS - Maya At*eleu
There were • a
joying his involvement in the college theater cut out or burn out shirting. oublehts lions.
Mow when it is still popular
SELLING OF THE
young Klein decided on an acting career. When
ot of stripes against white back- THEPRESIDENT
han to wait for it to develop
that look like lace.
his father heard this, he asked, "Did Eddie
lardening of the entertainment
solid e(111411,i are still big rounds. _ __Skilids were general',
1968 -- or McGinnis.:
Cantor have to go to college to be an actor?"
'different.
The st e leaden in lighter shades -- plus red,
irteries, as is the U.S custom.
hut
Finished with college, Robert Klein studied
range and black. For the
at Yale Drama School. But wanting first-hand are still dark time,. hut ii it at
thi °lint there were seethrough
experience, he left after the first year to per- dark •as formed). '.lam
onto shirts.
form Shakespeare and Chekhov in summer deep tones an- non shun it with
Eagle, which makes Pia4n.
stock. The director of the summer theater spot- stn
.
l- ies but elitist popiilar
-n-red the
ted Klein'is talent and put him in Perandello's grounds seem to Is. whit,' and Cardin shirts and
Six Characters In search Of An Author.
king collar point, used one of
beige.
Thiii play was followed by a revue in New
There is also inore coordina- the more opulent • shirt fahnes
Haven, which led to an audition for Second
tion between shirt and tic iiiarni- -in its cotton damask stripe.
City, the improvisational theater in Chicago.
s,es
fall't1;111/4 on colors and patterns. Gant featured such thing): as red,
Klein joined the group and stayed with it for
JACK LETAIION SANDY MINS
white
and
blue
awning
stripes
Hathaway,
for
exampli•,
works
over a year. The importance of this ,!exposure
ova
1•11!
and raised stripes. ()leg Cassini
can be judged by the stature of Second City with such tie manufacturers as
Berkle).
had a raft of stripes and subTHE OUT-OF-TVAMENS
alumni, including Mike Nichols, Elaine May,
Weinloley, Iiiirma {tants, emit' dued geometries. Bill Blass went
and Alan Arkin.
•P•AMONAK•
ce:‘,•,P
and Rivets. Hill '(Tiller designs for big ;stripes. including 14t44
• • •
both shirts and ties. And there -1/4 ineh wide in three colors.
ROBERT KLEIN'S next stop was the coffee
Coming! "AIRPORT'
is air increasiogl) liter number S-ro used a lot of rorded stripc.•
houses in Greenwich Village. Here he improused—lighter and
vised new material and developed his style. of shirt-tie coonliinatimui to be rind Truv
brighter colors anti revved up'
It was during this period that Klein substituted !sold as a package. •
Henn C. fire-Biel of Ilaili- the button down with higher
as a teacher while waiting for the big break.
tbe banda and longer points.
The break came when Mike Nichols gave awa, explains it simpt,
•
THU ATR
Klein a part in The Apple Tree. The play was fly W S1111.% are 'SO Sorliber ilic) "re
• (EDITORS: This Men!. Wear
a long running success, offering Klein the alemet a 1tar,u,h of what y tar'd
be
column
wilt
illustreed
to
security he did not have before. But this alone es(ieet an investment Initikerio
LJP1 Telephoto and Unifax sob
Was not enough. The Broadway actor had de• near. • So lw
Ends Today
produced a krt
scribers)
cided to specialize in comedy. And so to preof color ranging frimi ice cream
pare himself, Klein spent odd hours after a
77 "THE SWAPPERS"
performance at the Improvisation Restaurant, nines --in solids through stripier;
that inclutle
flowcr, o
where "young people try out and break in."
DAY
FOR
A
DRIVE
into the country, 85ON A NICE
Then the payoff came on January 19, 1968, a 1;reere -- stripes of tins (bowers
year-old John L. Harrigan waves from/the front bumper
date that Klein remembers like Columbus and between solid stripes like V icof a shiny-as-new automobile in Los Angeles. He has.
Comedian Robert Klein, once a parttime teacher, 1492. He appeared on Johnny Carson's To- torian wallpaper. '
a perfect driving ri•cord silice thin' fitin of the century.
is now the fulltim• star of Comedy Tonight, seen
AUGUST 10,1970
night Show. Then came guest shots with Dick
Exeellit ,empitastictl
Sunday evenings on CBS summer television.
Cavett and Mery Griffin. With mounting popu- ling Forum shirts and stripes rang- ADULTS 94
larity and strong appeal among old students ing frimi rand) stripes to cm NURSERY 8
lzuisville;Master Mike W. ArmBy MEL HEWER
STARTING PITCHERS
and viewers, Klein attracted the attention of
strong, Rte, 3, Mayfield; Mrs.
IT WAS at a performance of The Apple Tree
gineervil stripes to satin sInpes.
ANAHEIM (UPI) —Bob Felexecutives. They were eagerly looking for
CBS
-1NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
at the Shubert Theater that a motherly type
biota
Graves, Poole; Master
In Irandom stripes there are ui
new, young talent to add to the network's list
ler and Sal Maglie Thursday
'Os
leaned forward in her seat and loudly whispered
Veronica
Elkins
and
baby
dirferent 1"1/11)rs: ti
Mrs.
Ronnie W. Wilson, 400 No,4th St.,
of stars. Much consideration was given to to
weré
. named as the starting
to one of the actors, "You taught my daughter
inents were
1/H inches' hong girl, Rte. 7, Mayfield; Mrs. Murray; Mrs. Emma Pride, 1112
Robert Klein.
pitchers for Sunday's second
English," as she pointed to the young girl in
• • •
and' getting Illtriger. Permanent Rosemary Nelson and baby boy, Fairlane Dr., Murray; Rudy
the next seat.
annual ol4 timers game at
press was adileil to sheer shirts. Rte. 1, Benton; Baby Bay Work- Fitts, 509 No. 5th Si, Murray.
THE DECISION was made last winter. With
During his early show business career. Robert
Anaheim Stadium.
man (Mother Mrs. Linda Work.
great confidence and fingers crossed, CBS put Satin gbipes
Klein (the actor on the Shubert stage taught
Maglie will open for Fred
man), Rte. 1, Murray.
Toni my Nut others and Bill
Klein and Comedy Tonight on the Sunday
English as a substitute teacher in the New
satin strip.
,iii sii,
Hney's National League All.
evening summer schedule. The sho*, a series chided
Bid" will star next season in
York schools. Klein says. "It helped to pay the
ness
Idur
of well-developed topical satirio sketches, was banat. s
tent.- Now out of teaching, the funtime
DISMISSALS
episodes of "hive. American Stars, while Feller will start tot
and
Casey Stengel's Americar
well received by the press and home viewers. anti late11111.1 C111
z'onierlian occasionally returns to the classroom
sty le.'
Allen
Rice,
1122
Garvin
Pl.
.
Glen Campbell's return marks the end of satin stripes on m ham loran .
in a comedy sketch.
League squad.
Comedy Tonight's summer schedule. But there tare nem semi-spread and., long
is the possibility of it reappearing next Jan- and a high l'iffilour collar had
HAD a normal, untheatrical childhood
uary or September, '71. Meanwhile its 'star, a 'minded back.
••Ie gi ew up III the Bronx. rooting for the
Paulsen guests
Robert Klein, will take a vacation in Spain.
Yankee, and going to DeWitt Clinton High
1:reigli tom long a bastion of
PANAVISION COLOR by Del ure
Future plans' include appearances on Ed Sulli- the button ohm ii cross& slomed
?chool His father. concerned about his son's
inil,1,)Bi KM (1 NJ
•
GP -7,1- United Artists
van and the talk shows with a choice of up- hung 'unlit-, with two button
'unite ,)iged him to take up a profession. So
Pat Paulsen, whose own show
.70bcrc enrolled in the pre-medical program at coming films and plays But for now Robert ruffs.
That the word of God be not blaiiphemed.—Titus 2:5.
50tliol
was cancelled
asilmmor
%sthis
tear,
will
mired University in upstate New York. But wants to read, listen to good music, and gen- in
i ream
pink perThere are sermons in stones, as well as in the Bible, and in
appear in a guest star role of 41
all
erally relsoc.
Coming! "PATTON"
lot liking It, he soon switched to law The
-ionise, in and
!told
life. He who denies truth and lives indifferent to eternal verities is
septic-tit of "lute. 1inerierin
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
thr,
c
1
.
I
I%s ere,. in
Sly le."
indeed blaspheming Against God's Truth, His word.
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Hunting Season Begins
Saturday For Squirrels
The hunting season in
Kentucky is ushered in Saturday
when the first half of a split
season begins for squirrels.
Kentucky hunters may take
squirrels beginning Saturday,
August 15, and continuing
through October 31st,
Beginning November 1st and
continuing through November
18th is Kentucky's annual closed
season on all game. No game
hunting is permitted for any
species during this period.
Then the second half of
squirrel season opens November
19th and continues through
December 31st.
During both halves of squirrel
season, hunter bag lanits as six
animals and the possession limit
is 12 after two or more days of
hunting.
The first half of dove season
opens September 1st and
continues through October 31st.
Then dove season re-opens
December 1st and continues
through December 9th.
The bag limit for doves this
season will b.; 18 with a
possession limit of 36 after two
or more hunting days. Dpves
may be shot from 12 o'crock
noon to sunset during season.

E'en-Classes To Be
Offered On September 9

Hunters wishing to apply for
permission to hunt deer in the
LBL area are asked to contact
Pember for information
concerning the applications.
The LBL deer season will be
conducted from November
21-28 in the Kentucky section
and applications to hunt will be
accepted from now until 12
noon on September 21st.
A total 2,800 permits will be
issued for two scheduled
one-day (Saturday) hunts. Only
1,400 permits will be trailed for
each day and those permits will
be good for that day only.
Applicants this year will be
permitted to hunt one day only.
Hunters who apply as a coup
must submit their applications
together. Groups are limited to
not more than five hunters.
Groups will be accepted or
rejected as a whole unit. Hunters
under 18 must apply with an
adult.

your teacher.
By Gene Taylor
To further your knowledge of
Ky. Lake Power Squadron
To get the most out of your safe, happy boating, enroll in one
pleasure boating, don't wait for of the FREE BOATING
the new year to make life-saving CLASSES offered in your area by
resolutions - to look back into the the United States Power
past at mistakes made and Squadrons. The cause is open to
lessons learned that will help both men and women and
ownership of a boat is not
make your future safer.
In the past have you gone required.
aboard your boat, pressed the For further informAtion on the
starter buttons to start the next class offered by The Kenengines without checking your tucky Lake Power Squadron, a
unit of the USPS, contact Gregg
bilges for gasoline fumes?
Have you in a burst of fun Stoll, Home 753-7740, office 395overloaded your dinghy so you 4121 Calvert City. The next clay
only had to make one trip to begins at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday,
September 9, 1970, at Tilghman
shore?
Have you allowed the children Trade School, Paducah.
to play on the decks of your vessel
and on the docks without their life
jackets?
Have you taken on fuel at the
gas dock and failed to tell your
guests not to smoke, and did you
-Manufacturers are unanineglect to check your boat to be
mous in recommending that
sure
it was tightly closed and all
outboard engines be run dry
spark-producing
equipment
after each use. Gasoline is nosecure?
toriously. unstable and breaks Have you gone out and failed to
down ,chemically in a -very
heed storm warnings?
short time. Fuel heft in the
Have you taken guests out for a
The quail, rabbit and eugine during a pericia of nonday's cruise knowing you were
fur-bearers or trapping seasons use loses most of jts potency
•
short a life jaeket or two?
•open AIovernbar 10-th and _sod _may, depcisit leAd
Have you allowed passengers Kentucky Lake will be the
continue through January 31, sludge throughout the engine.
to straddle the bow of your boat source 015,000 in cash prizes,
1911,„The_ bag. limit for quail
Nature walks are always a popular activity. Danny Walker
Ferry ClimpgroitlitiOn--..
The Fall Fishing Derby will
an .early morning
will be 10 birds and the
while underway?
from Murray State University conducts campers at Hillman
-The Coast and Geodetic
possession limit will be 20 birds
Have you failed to inform your award a total of $5,000 in grand
after two or more hunting days. Seirvey hits just published th
guests where the life jackets are and weekly prizes during the 12th
The bag limit for rabbits will be new small craft nautical c
Annual Kentucky Lake derby •
stored?
six and the possession limit will for a 70-mile stretch of the
which
runs from August 15 to
Did you check to make sur
be 12 after two or more hunting Texas Intracoastal Waterway.
November 1.
that
storage
of
these
life
lecke
days.
The charts cover the Laguna
There is no entry fee; anyone
were in an accessible place?
In announcing the above Madre section of the waterway
who
is an overnight guest of
Have
hunting information for Graves from Middle Ground to Stover
you checked your spare
Practical experience is the aim training ground for future outCo., Conservation Officer Mike Point. near the Rio Grande.
parts to be sure you can hel participating motels, resorts, or
Pember also announced that he The new charts are expected to of the summer recreation inr recreation and education
yourself in case of equipmen renting a houseboat is eligible to
enter fish caught from Kentucky
has deer hunting applications for stimulate the economic devel- ternship program at TVA's Land leaders.
failure or malfunction?
the Land Between the Lakes opment of the Texas Triangle, Between the Lakes, one of the Ten students from Murray
Have you gone below decks Lake in the "A" Division of the
area this season.
a rapid13, growing area where Nation's
largest
outdoor State University, Southern
while cruising, leaving someone Derby. Each week cash prizes of
Pember pointed out, the population has doubled ecreation and
conservation
Illinois
at
University,
the wheel who was in- $25 and $10 will be awarded for
Memphis
however, that he has only a since 040 and where recreathe two largest fish caught in
ucation centers. Due to the State, and North Carolina State
competent?
limited number of LBL deer tional opportunities
each of the following classes:
are present
rea's diverse facilities and receive college credit while
Have
•
• Japosiwwaome...airaitalle.
you
in
traveling,
Ii so•••••
seen
a
'bite' the year.
programs it serves as an ideal participating in a program which FRANKFORT,Ky.—State Fair literature of interest to the vessel in trouble and failed to Black Bass, Croppie, Pike, White
time is get-together time for most sportsmen and outdoorsmen of
Rase, and Catfish. Grand prizes
provides knowledge about their folks in Kentucky
offer them assistance?
and so it is with the Commonwealth.
totaling $2,350 will be awarded
intended professions as well as the Department
When
traveling
in
the
fog,
have
of Fish and Also this year, there will be a
experience in communicating Wildlife Resources.
you failed to give the proper fog for the three largest fish caught
display of live fish, which as signals
with people. They are involved in The Department
because of the annoyance in each of the same classes.
will have an usual, will provide arguments as
Anyone utilizing the facilities of
a workstudy program during interesting and informative
of
listening
to the noise?
booth to size, weights and species. They
a participating member will be
which each student plans and in the east wing
Have
you
failed
to
inform
yo
of the Kentucky will be presented in a number of
supervises recreational and Exposition Center—accusto
guests on board how to assist you eligible in the "B" Division of the
med
Derby. In this Division there will
interpretive programs and place for the agency. Again this aquariums arranged so visitors in the locks, i.e., what to do a
be a total of $800 in grand prize
may have a better view of the fish what not to do for their
participates in training sessions, year, as for more than
o
three in action.
safety before you entered -the money awarded for the largest
lectures, and special meetings to decades, will
be a get-together
it
fish caught in each of the
locks?
obtain a well-rounded un- time
for the Department and its There will be a giant turtle—
following classes: Black Bass,
Have
derstanding of the total Land many friends
you
invited
the
United
from throughout the alligator snapper—which
Crqppie, Pike* hi
Bass,
Between the Lakes program
weighs in at around 110 pounds States Coast Guard Auxiliary Catfish,
the state.
Bluegi
aboard
your vessel for a Courtesy
Recreational programs are There will be informational and which biologists have
The Kentucky Lake Fall
Examination to assure yourse
planned at the family cam- folders at
the booth and there will determined is over 100 years old.
that you are properly and Fishing Derby is sponsored and
pgrounds; Camp Energy, a year- be personnel of the Department
The turtle was captured in the
conducted by the resorts, motels,
adequately equipped?
round camp designed to ac- present
to talk with the "neigh- Tennessee river below Kentucky
Have you taken the time to boat docks, and other businesses
commodate organized groups of bors" of the Department. Pocket- dam a little over a year ago and
in the Kentucky Lake area, intent campers; and the Con- size folders on seasons and has been exhibited at many fairs teach your First Mate how
cluding Benton, Murray and
handle your boat?
servation Education Center, a regulations for hunting
and and boat shows. The snapper is
Have you practiced a Man Paducah, Kentucky. For com5,000-acre area in the northern fishing in Kentucky will be not
a native to Kentucky but
plete information about the
Overboard
Drill?
portion of Land Between the available
as will other bits of abounds in the Mississippi River.
This is a long list, but Derby, write to:
Lakes. The student activity
Apparently he was on a visit to
Kentucky Lake Fall Fishing
somewhere and at some time and
program at the campgrounds teachers, students, and school
the state when a Kentucky
some how there have been people Derby
includes nature walks, camp- administrators.
trotliner hooked into him a short
P.O. Box 147
who have been guilty of one or
fires, competitive games, The internship program con- distance below the dam.
Benton, Kentucky 42025
more
of
weeks,
of
total
for
tinues
12
a
the
above acts o
movies, and sings. Within the
carelessness, thoughtlessnes
nservation Education Center, during which time the par- A new feature this year
will
be
tudents conduct interpretive icipants reside in trailers an adequate
supply of maps of and negligence and have caus
OLD TIRES FOR FISHING—This,old tire is pulled from the water encrusted with
walks which are open to the provided by TVA near their Kentucky's 13
major lakes. The loss of life or injury and a grea
marine,growth after two years as part of a man-made fishing reef. It is part of a
public and emphasize the assigned areas. Interns are maps have been
reduced to an deal of property damage.
10-year study being made by Goodyear of what to do with the nation's 1.5 billion
biological
historic directed and assisted in their eight and one-half by 11
and
and one- Don't let history repeat itself.
worn-out tires each year. A Department of Interior official saysVld tires can
development of the area. These work by the Land Between the half inch size so
they may be Let not only your own ex
be made into reefs that turn offshore sand flats into a paradise of game fish.
students also assist in programs Lakes staff and the participating produced in greater
numbers.
periences but others as well
given at the Youth Station for universities.

Fishing
Contest
Begins

Practical Experience Is Aim
Of Summer Program At Lakes

HUUTING
FISHING
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Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of

C- IL CASK J5

Guns

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

FINS 'IT
FEATHERS
FRIENDS
LIBERTY
Super Market

CHRYSLE
R
MOTORS

mrrwowszto oFALEIR
0

II

Hill1:11143
STOP
AND F ILL-UP
AT

II

MARTIN
OIL PRODUCTS

COMPOlUnOSI

TAYLOR
MOTORS
Mb•POPLAR
••nyKST KENTUCKY'S
Ti ANSPORTATION CENTER"
MON'7111-1171

:SLTAN Di,.1)

RESORT
RICHARD ORR
DIST. CO.
Bulk Distributor
1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753,4652

NA-ClURS
Liquid Fertilizer

MURRAY HOME I AUTO

Hazel Highwpo

* Cherokee

* Alumacraft

* Fabuglas

JOHNSON MOTORS
Sales and Service
New Concord, Ky.
Phone 436-5496

atigem

GUNS and AMMUNITION —

G AND H MOBILE HOMES
NEW & USED

Give Treasure Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT

* Alpax

* Monark

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

We

CYRRESS SPRINGS

,SENVICE AND P•FIK RENTAL

Zenith
bo.'

TVs

Chestnut Street

Murray, Kentucky
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Mr. And Mrs Wyatt
Honored At Dinner
On 50th Anniversary
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753-1E17 or 753-4147

Series Of Bridal Events Is Held For'
Mrs. Richard Spann, A Recent Bride

lexander, Mrs. Vernon Shown,
Mrs. Richard Spann, the for-•
Gene Sammons, Mrs. Jack
Mrs.
mer Miss Phyllis Lindsey,
Kennedy, Mrs. Conrad
Beale
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Jones, Mrs. John Querterrnous,
of
been
honored
has
Jr.,
Wyatt
Lindsey,
Mr. and Mrs. S. F.
James Lassiter, Mrs. Hunt
with a series of parties since her Mrs.
diz Route Five celebrated
Mrs. Bill Furgerson. Out
Smock,
recent marriage.
*OW
heir fiftieth wedding antown guests were: Mrs. Alfred
of
1,
held
A
party
was
August
patio
August
versary on Saturday,
Mrs. A. L. Lindsey,
7 to honor Spann. Miss Nancy Lindsey, Sr.
t the large pavilion at Kenlake
Wheatley, and Miss
James
Mrs.
Jones and Miss Susan Kennedy
te Park.
Rubye Wheatley, all of Mayfield.
children,
were
and
hostesses
entertained
Attending were their
great
with a dinner party on the patio of
randchildren, • and
Miss Mary Ann Melugin and
Miss Jones' home.
randchildren including Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Ragsdale entertained
15
August
Saturday,
and
Tables
were
Underhill
decorated
with
Mrs. Randall
for Mrs. Spann in
The Mplokai Luau will be held
arrangements of summer flowers with a shower
ildren, Anita, Jeanette, and
Ragsdale. The
Mrs.
of
home
the
and the following guests att the Calloway County Country
aula, and Miss Debbie Herndon
Mrs. Harry Sparks presented
gifts were opened and delicious
Miss Donna Lyons, bride-elect 1st) beginning with a social hour
tended:
Mrs.
Spann,
Mrs.
Alfred
By Abigail Van Buren
f Murray.
the program at the meeting of the
refreshments were served by the
of Tommie Schroader, waS
Other present were Rev, and honored with a lovely household ound the pool from 6:30 to 7:30. Mattie Bell Hays Circle of the Lindsey, Miss Cindy Alexander, hostesses.
DEAR ABBY What's wrong with me? I'm in love with a
rs. Eugene Wyatt and sons, shower held on Friday at seven- inner will be catered by Women's Society of Christian Miss Susan Hale, Miss Leslie
guy who treats me like dirt. The worse be treats me, the
ornmy and David, of Princeton; thirty o'clock in the evening at ountry Kitchen at 7:30. Paul Service of the First United Furgerson, Miss Georgianna
Miss Kathy Crider and Mrs.
more I love him. I've walked away `mom him a hundred
r. and Mrs. Garnette Wyatt and the Community Center on Ellis allunore will play for dancing Methodist Church held on Furgerson, Miss Ceia Simmons, Albert Crider were hostesses for
call
For
reservations
Miss Nancy Duiguid, Miss Ann
min 9 to 1.
times, vowing never to see him nisi. , but I always call him
son, Gary of Hopkinsville; Rev. Drive.
Monday, August 10, at sevenof
. and Mrs. Bill Doss at 753-1361
Bradley, Miss . Mary Ann a Coke Party given in honor
and Mrs. Leslie Wyatt and
up and ask him to forgive me for blowing my stack, when
at
evening
the
in
o'clock
thirty
the
hostesses for
occasion r 753-5233; Mrs. Donald E. Jones
Spann..
Mrs.
The
Melugin,
of
Miss
LeNeel,
Nancy
Duiguid,
daughters, Linda and
he's the one who should apologize to me.
were Mrs. Betty Dodd, Mrs. t 753-6134; or Mrs. Pete Waldrop the social hall of the church.
Miss Ann Bradley, Miss Mary
Nashville, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
I'm a good looking girl with a good figure, and could
"The Holy Spirit In Life
Lona
and
Mrs.
Edwards,
The lovely home of Mrs. Hunt
Sarah
Ann
t 753-9398 before Thursday,
George Yates of Edwardsville,
have lots of men who would treat me a lot better, but I
Today" was the subject of the
was the setting for a Coke
Love.
Smock
13.
agest
Yates
Buddy
Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
program. Mrs. Sprks said The
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NOTOCO

Just Arrived!!
2 Loads of '71 Ford Trucks
Have Arrived!
We invite you to come by and see them today.
We can make an immediate delivery.
WE ALSO HAVE SEVERAL '70 MODEL TRUCKS
AND CARS IN STOCK AND THEY'RE GOING
AT

Big Discount Prices
We also have 33 A-1 Used Trucks that have
been traded in on the new Ford trucks.
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TIMES - ML RRAY, KENTUCKY

&

From Pick-Ups to Big Trucks, all makes .. .
we have them! They also carry the Big Mark
Down Prices.

We Invite You
to come By.an.c1 See Ps.

FOR SALE

CARD OF THANKS
EIDIE,ESTATE POE SALM
FOR RENT OR SALE
auros7.041-4its
.'""""
SERVICES OFFERED
The family of Howard Hill
SAM don't forget to pick up THREE bedroom brick, garage, HOUSE TRAELER. 2'4 miles
1964 CHEVROLET. VI, autotheir sinthe shampooer and Blue Lustre utility room, hardwood floors. from Murray. Call 753-7856 or PROFESSIONAL Painting. In-- matic, with Mark IV air, power would like to exPreas
Savior and exterior. References
cere Shanks and appreciation
aL5c ready for occupancy. 1115
it Big K.
1.
al& Tree estimates Phone 753-3486. steering. new tires Good car. to wynrinne for their thoughtRyan. Phosie 437-6593 or 730
refrigerate/.
USED
GOOD
Aug.-17-C Phone 753-8359 after 6:00 pin. fulness and help when our
1250 days.
elk home was burned two weeks
HORSE barn in Westwood SubSingle door with freezer scroll
the top. Phone Puryear 347 FOUR ROOM house with bath division. Phone 753-4647. al& FOR ALL
ago•
your home alters- 1969 PLYMOUTH Roadrunner,
We feel that we could not
TFNC and good outbuildings ,on large
1049 after 4:00 p.m.
Lions, repairs, remodeling, etc.. motor, transmission, rear end.
have endured this loss without
lot. Located 8 miles north of 150 x 250
posi-track
horse,
383,
it's
330
a
new
or
old.
Free
estimates.
Call
RESIDENTIAL build18 SERVICE age Charloias
friendship and helpMurray on 641 Hwy. Newly dec- ing lot with
ape rear end. Phone Larry Green all of the
shade trees. Phone 7534123.
bulls, 150 Charloias Hellen
fulness we have received.
orated and priced for quick
a20c
189-3841.
53-7720.
and 75 Angus cows. Estes
alfic
The Howard Hill Family
sale, at $7,000.00. Phone 753Stockyard, West Vienna, Illi1967 VOLKSWAGEN Fastback,
ltp
1757 after 5:00 p.m.
al&
nois. Phone 618-658-7203 dela
SOUTHERN plantation. Home WANTED: Interior and exter- two new tires. Priced to sell.
or 618-658-5856 nights.
a17e THREE HOUSES for sale at
al7c
iLh 11 rooms, three baths, two ior painting; porch, door and Phone 753-3034.
New Concord, on blacktop, 1
window repair. Odd jobs. Free
garage. Phone 753-7720.
350 cc HONDA Scrambler, good
1964 CHEVROLET Van, runs,
to 4 blocks from school, 2 grocondition. Phone 436-6872 after
elk estimate. Phone 753-4684. al7c $75.00. Phone 753-9449 after KRANEPOOL RECALLED
cery stores. 1 want a bid. Gas'
4:00 p.m.
aLSc
NEW YORK ( UPI I-The New
5:00 p.m. or can be seem at
die Jones, 436-2253.
al5p
a21e York Mets Thursday recalled
Jot. of 1828 and 641
NOTICE
NOTICE
THREE year old quarter horse BY OWNER: Quaint two bedfirst baseman-outfielder Ed
mare. Good fox trotter. Phone room frame and one bedroom
Kranepool from Tidewater of
436-2156.
al.%) garage apartment, large woodthe International League to
WANTED TO RUT
ed
university.
lot,
Newly
near
aLSc
PIGS. Phone 4364144.
replace Mike Jorgenson, who is
refinished hardwood floor s,
LOGS AND standing timber leaving for two weeks duty with
WELL kept carpets show the fireplace, new roof. Garage and
Sale: Lumber, slabs, and
For
workshop, upstairs air condithe Marines.
results of regular Blue Lus
sawdust. Murray Saw Mill and
spot cleaning. Rent electric tioned apartment, including
Kranepool, a member of the
7534147.
Lumber
Phone
Co
shampooer $1. Western Auto, furnishings, both gas and elecsince 1962 before being
Mets
TFC-C
home of "The Wishing Well". tric heat (use either). Low cost
sent to Tidewater on June 23
&Lie residence with income or exwas hitting .310 with seven
cellent rental property. Only
homers and 45 runs batted in in
17-FOOT Larson boat, 85 h.p. $14,500.00. Immediate pones46 games for the IL farm club.
Johnson motor. Phone 753-4647. sion. 1629 Farmer, 753-2850.
SERVICES OFFERED
al5c
a2lp
THREE OUTDOOR gym sets* 23 ACRES with four room
reg. $19.95, now $9.95. AU auto house or 20 acres without
accessories half-price. All ans house; southwest of Lynn
PITCHER CALLED UP
20 per cer.t off regular low Grove. Must sell. Phone 435CINCINNATI ( UPI) -Leftprice. Odds and ends in pain:4482.
handed pitcher Nel Behney was
al8c
fifty cents quart, $1.00 a gallon.
called up by the Cincinnati
16 gauge shotgun shells $2
Reds.. Thursday • feergt:Afteir
'a biz. One tart-tiller 319011.4
Indianapolis Indians farm
One refrigerator 19.99. One reWANTED TO RENT
team. John" Noreiga was sent
frigerator $14.99. Save 25 per
down to replace
(Ciga-fette Iryntittc-fitit tiTcluctect,"
tent on all tillers and 'mowers WANT TO RENT: Cogple wants
Paiing CO:
Behney, posted a 3-0 record
New 22 inch lawnmower rug reason-ably prited small house
FREE ESTIMATE
964.50 now $49.50 Bilbrey's, 210 or apartment, in town or out.
with the American Association
Prices Good through Aug. 16.
Main Street.
A-13-C Write Robert Jackson, 114 So
club. Noreiga had no record
7 5 3-4 1 99
Forest, Carbondale, Illinois
ALL
with
the Reds and just 18
STOCK
MUST
GO!
RED BELLY Ford tractor and
62901. al&
innings of aork.
equipment, including a five
foot grass cutter, bought new
this year. Also have house for
rent. Phone 753-2987.
a17c
Peanutso

* SAVE WITH PRICE REDUCTIONS
Going OtirCii Business

SALE

ALL STOCK
QfF

Ph. 753-5273

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS__

While Supply Lasts!

Parker Ford 1
inc.
Corner of 7th & Main

I

CONVENIENT
FOOD MART

Central

M. Schuh
COLLECTION 7

by Charles

1968 HONDA Super Hawk 303
1959 Ford, will run but no
HOSPITAL BEDS for rent. Call COOKS, Dish Machine Open- transmission, good tires. Phone
753-1272, or 753-3685.
al7c
ryNc tors: Above must be neat, ef- 753-9256.
BRICK HOUSE at 312 Irvan ficient and have good refer- TWO six-months-old Black An
employ- gus
bulls, subject to registra'Areet. Fur information call ences. Steady full time
ment, good working conditions. tion. Call 492-8728 or
41/2-8283..
if no anst Manager Trainee:
al7p
THREE bedroom house on So. Young man, not afraid of work wer 492-8494.
15th Street, available Septemb- to train as restaurant manager. MOBILE HOME, 12'x48', 1966
er 1. Phone 753-3040.
al& If you are reliable, honest, de- Buddy, two bedroom and full
pendable and willing to start
2 BEDROOM, 12' wide, air con- at the bottom, this is wonder- size bath. In excellent condia
n. Phone Paducah, Ky., 898
ditioned mobile home. Call ful opportunity. No phone calls.
2032 or 898-3046.
al7c
753-5953.
al5p
ply in person to Colonial
WEANING
PIGS.
Phone 4351:.
•
Smorgasbord.
al&
4725 after 5.00 p.m.
a17c
LARGE ROOM, beautifully fur
nished, private entrance and WANTED: experienced paint100",, HUMAN hair hand tied
extra nice private bath. For ers, steady work, insurance furstretch wig. Brown No. 6, $50
teachers or serious minded stu- nished. For interview phone Worn one
week. Reason for
dent. Phone 753-9606, or 753- 753-5287.
A-17-C selling, wrong color. See at
2378.
a27c
WANTED: Upholsterer to work. 402kt South 16th Street from
tfnc
HOUSE TRAILER on the lake Call 753-7253 days or 753-7327 5A00 till 7:00 p.m.
Blood River area. Large private
5 p.m.
al3nc NICKLE plated trumpet, excellot. Air conditioned. Call 436
lent condition. Phone 753-7947
2323.
al& WANTED, grill cook, night 0 see at 3152 Hickory Drive.
shift, male. Apply in person at
al8p
FOUR ROOM furnished apart erry's Restaurant, South 12th
merit,' located at 308'4 S. 15th. treet
a 15c 30-06 CALIBER Sporterized.
Couple preferred. Call 435-4465
Ready to hunt deer rifle. First
al& ATTENTION LADIES! Sarah $40.00 gets it. Phone 753-3143.
Coventry needs you. Wear and
al&
SLEEPING ROOM for man. show fine jewelry. Good corn
NOVELTIES,
furniture,
cook
near college. Phone 753-5191 mission No delivery. Start iming utensils, antique kettle and
days or 753-7358 after 5:00 p.m mediately. Phone 753-3056.
stand,
antique magazine rack.
el7c
tfc
large solid cherry plate eau
mirror. Otto P. Zetwhe, Almo,
FURNISHED apartments for
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Kentucky.
Alec
te period Aug. 14 through 31.
Rent by the week if desired. AKC registered female Bassett BROWN
tweed
Early
American
Zimmerman Apartments, South Hound, three years old. Loves couch and
chair. Excellent conchildren. Phone 527-9981.
16th Street. Phone 753-6609.
dition.
Cheap. Phone 733-8157.
alSc
al&
al&
COUPLES ONLY. One bedroom
NOTICE
BALDWIN Acrosonic Spinet
furnished apartment, air conpiano with Solovox. Phone 1153ditioned, near university.
5541.
a21c
Chow electric or gas heat. 'WANT TO UP
FOR RENT

iII keep
several
rd shelf
degrees
intainer
in g be
moist,y if exLumps
difficult.

1SE

art
igs

AY

.T

Available Sept. 1. 753-2859.
a2lp

NOTICE

zuserwourx swum &

Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
11. Sanders. Phone 382-2468
Farmington, Kentucky.
Aug-21-C
FREE professional deconUon
service now offered at SherwinWilliams Co., Southside Shopping Center. We sell and Install
drapes, carpets, wallpaper and
, floor covering.
:PAT HACKETIT at Fukon Coal
k Ice Service, is now taking
4- orders for stoker coal and egg
coal. Order your winter supply
now Call 753-1813 or go to
Fulton Coal & Ice Company,
408 South Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky.
el&
FUNDS for the upkeep of the
Old Salem Cemetery will be
collected at the annual meeting
on August 16, 1970. See Jack
Dodd, Larry Parker or Charlie
Rains.
allic
THE MAGIC-TR' Ladies Bowl
mg League will meet Tuesday,
August 18. at 7:30 p.m. at the
mangle Inn. Any new bowlers
interested in joining the leaser
are welcome
al7e

HSU* WANTED

YOUR INCOME
IMMEDIATELY'?
If you bus c- a car and can
are 6 tit 8 limns weekly,
you can enjoy excellent extra
inconie.
NV!.. arc mantling rapidly
and need distributors to service routes of vending
machines.
-Irr ESTABLISH RC1L7TES!
NO SALES CALLS!
NO SOLICITING!
HIST SERVICING!
Vigorous 4-billion phis recession proof business. Cash
sales. No credit risks. M'orks
for yon day and night
even while yon sleep.
Earnings van grow to
111,000 per month with investment starting as low as
SONY
We train, counsel, guide
and help )011 1.0
1 .1 1:0110t NI,
-experiensv nevessary
enjoyable work.. •
Tins is Axe age of vending
machines. We provide only
quality equipment phis the
finest line of snack items.
Cut st..tied 11011/ while choice
routes .1%ailable. Write.
tunic address. plume
number and sof& ient
ergs's. Writer In:
••
I Ussery Industries, III,
Mr. 571111,
105 burn.,(
ate-44,?47 -

U

PEAN "

'THIS 15 YOUR
ROCK COLLECTION
CHARLIE

SWIVEL ROCKER, excellent
condition, $20.00. Pair of early
American lamps, $5.00. Two
window fans, $10.00. Call 75323139.
a 1fic
CONCORD grapes Pick
own. Phone 753-3987.

it

I IT'SDRAB, DULL AND

MV ROCK
GIAS TURNED TO STONE

COMPLETELY BORINI6J)
C(

1111

item.
r
ztv

kykl.sa•

ebb•

aillhl111111101
..

Nancy

by Ernie Busluniller
-4.-.1i...,• ....

HOW
NICE

SLUGGO
AND I ARE
GOING TO
GET
MARRIED
SOMEDAY

I'M GOING.
TO START A
HOPE CHEST

,
A-1.• L L- 4E42-- .
eL.'.5I.
,

r
.

0
"'..1111k

a

l

I

i,VAk'
•.,17-‘,A,Ti
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\ 11
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
A FTER I 5PRAYs THE PRE5iPENT.
YOU'VE BEEN ACTING ODD
THE VICE-PRESIDENT AN' THE ATTORNEY SINCE BATI-ILESS CAME BACK ,
GENERAL WITH THE WATER FROM
HAIRSBY. AND IF I KNOW saDU,
THE, FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH, I GOT
SOMETHING'S POPPING
T! DISGUISE 'Em AS MIDIXE IN THAT CLEVER
BRAIN
A0ED CREEPS SO NO ONE'LL
NADURS.
GE SUSPICIOUS.

3-POINT hitch, 3 ft. heavy duty
rotary cutters with stump jumper, big gear box and solid tail
wheel, $325.00. Also 4 ft. models. New and used 1 and 2 row
cultivators Vinson's Tractor
Co., phone 753-4892.
bite
ATTENTION Mobile home
Owners. 14x36 addition for a
mcibile borne. Three rooms with
roof. Buyer must move. $1200.,
cost MOO to build. Also one
Smith welding torch, small, $25.
Two old cabinet record players
and other old stuff. Call 753a2lp
8565 after 5:00 pan.

YES, I'VE BEEN
THAT'S THE
SAVING SOME Ot IJORST'ROC.x.
THESE ROCKS COLLECTION I'VE
FOR YEARS
EVER SEEN!

AND JUST WAIT UNTIL `IOU
HEAR whfArs POPPING,
AQUARIUS!

tis
ble. 1.1
OM -/.1.
AI no by U..
1....•••

VtiloilaitlEol -4

Lil' Abner

byAlCapp
HIM?
-OR
ME?

HIM,
NATO-4 ER L.`11!!

your
lte

THREE PIECE Gretach drum
set, silver sparkle pearl finish,
and one 22-inch Zildjian cym
a21c
Phone 753-9998.
1970 YAMAHA 90 cc, low mile
age, good condition. Shotgun
101, 20 gauge Winchester over
and under full choke. Phone

'47,0

6-IS
•

51

arT:-
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THE

Doug Dickey Inherits
Great UF Backfield

LEDGER

&

TIMES

--

MURRAY.

SATURDAY-AUGUST 15, 1970

RENTUCICY

Seen & Heard ...
(Continued

From

Noe 1)

‘'spoRTs

have a heavy fog in August, like
the one we had the first of the
week, that it would frost in six
weeks from that date.

Trooper Tells
Rotary-Drug
Squad Planned

By M. C. Garrott
means that we should have
September 21. We don't A Kentucky State Police unfrost
on
a
( Another in a series of preknow of anybody else who par- dercover drug and narcotics
views of major college football
ticularly wants a frost, but we ;quad soon will be in operation in
teams in the Southeast. Today,
feel sure the school teachers will, the state, the Murray Rotary
the University of Florida.;
(Continued Frees Page 1)
(Continued Front Peg. 1)
appreciate a break in the sum- Club was told Thursday.
Trooper Gilbert Phillips,
By DAVID MOFFIT
orthe present Benton Road ex- .ompanies of Viet Cong troops mer heat in our non-airBowling Green, told the
UPI Sports Writer
tending from 500 to 2000 feet west noved into the area last conditioned schools.
Rotarians the squad, now in the
Wednesday, apparently under
of the road
ATLANTA UP! -Doug Dickprocess
of being formed, will be
new
Murray
High
will
be
air
The
"rcan't think of any two hours orders to occupy the hamlets
ey inherited a great offensive
made up of young men "who will
The Junior Golf Tournament that could be better spent for our and villages and to recruit or conditioned.
backfield when he made his
blend into the surroundings in
for boys and girls of the Calloway community, which will affect it kidnap all males of military
controversial coaching move
County Country Club was held for the next fifty years, than age. South Vietnamese forces in Lot of folks here have interest in which drug and narcotic abuse is
but
Florida,
Tennessee
to
from
Thursday, August 13.
attendance at this luncheon and the area moved against them, hprses, that's the reason we are found."
unless he finds an interior line
unit, he went on, will
Fifty-three
youngsters
played
corridor Meeting", Hughes said. and fighting was concentrated giving front page attention to the The new
to block for it he is unlikely to
be a roving squad with the
in the one day meet and an of- The luncheon will be held
at in farm areas around the local winners in the Paducah
match Ray Graves' 9-1-1 swan
ficial was sent with each group. noon at the University School hamlets and in two of the Charity Horse Show. We have two authority to operate in all secsong.
Only one playoff was necessary cafeteria and following the communities themselves.
or three riding clubs and several tions of the state. It will be used
The Gators' an-sophomore
in the tournament-between luncheon the meeting will be held
stables where horses are boarded entirely for "combating the drug
no
report
or
There
was
backfield that led the SoutheastMary Ann Littleton and Leeanna with Commissioner Goss of the government casualties, anc and trained. The Blackwells are problem which is on the upturn in
passfall
in
last
ern Conference
Dick who were tied at the end of State Highwty Department and spokesmen said reports or in this business and Tom Banks' Kentucky," he said.
Calloway County Country Club Junior Golf winners, ages 12 and
ing and total offense returns inthree holes with 27 apiece. A other highway officials present. civilian casualties had not ye) Plainview Stables has been in Trooper Gilbert is the patrol's
their
Boone,
Robbie
Hibbard,
Tony
Wes
Furgerson.
13,
are
left
to
right,
tact. But the Gators lost four
public information officer for 32'
sudden death playoff was held Delegations from Benton and been received.
operation for some years.
Hewitt.
Lynn
and
starters
interior
five
of their
West Kentucky counties and a
Miss
and
Littleton
came
out
the
In
other
action
in
South
City
are
Calvert
expected
for
the
letand Dickey has only four
winner.
veteran
of 12 years with the force.
There
are
others,
we
know,
but
iietnam,
a
U.S.
infantry
unit
public hearing and an effort is
termen listed on his two-deep
A potluck dinner was held being made to get as many iccidentally_ fired mortar shells we just don't know about them. As the principal speaker on the
chart to fill those five positions.
committee
club's
safety
Thursday night and trophies persons as possible to attend.
into a South Vietnamese militia
That backfield is something
were awarded to the winners and The Murray 13"tary Club will team in Tay Ninh province 66 People have different interests program, Trooper Phillips
else.
runnersup.
ta
and it is difficult to fall out with reviewed and explained some of
attend in a body, moving their miles northwest of Saigon, and
Quarterback John Reaves led
The winners were:
one on what their interest the recent legislative changes in
any
fighting
was
reported
continumeeting
time
breaking
from
regular
passing,
the nation in
Boys
14-17
(18
holes)
costs
them. Few hobbies, sport: Kentucky safety laws, among
besiegd
artilleing
around
the
Thursday at noon, to Wednesday
14 SEC records, as he connectPat Ryan, 88, winner; Bruce
ry base O'Reilly near the or avocations return dollar for them the use of brake lights, a
at noon.
ed on 222 passes for 2,896 yards
Scott, 95, second; Dale Hughes, Hughes siad that the four- Laotian border 390 miles north dollar for what is put into them learner's permit for motorcycle
and 24 touchdowns and Dickey
106, third_
why
he
laning project will cost ap- of Saigon. There were no but the pleasure, fun, personal operators, the blue light
says, "I see no reason
Boys 12-13 I 18 holes)
paoximately six and one-half details of the O'Reilly fighting enjoyment, inner compensatior requirement for emergency
shouldn't continue to improve
Wes Furgerson, 89, winner; million dollars. This will provide available, spokesmen said.
and what have you, far outweigh: vehicles and the concealed
because he works so hard
Robbie Hibbard, 99, second; not only a four lane entrance
deadly weapon law.
cost.
the
accident,
U.S.
the
mortar
In
at it.He also showed a film
Tony Boone, 100, third.
11 South
directly into Murray, he said, but spoksmen said
All-American flanker Carlos
Boys 11 and Under ; 9 holes) the actual construction will Vietnamese were killed and 24 We have plenty of fish that cost illustrating what happens to
Alvarez was the nation's No. 1'
Gary Sullivan, 95, winner; provide many jobs for local others were wounded along with from $5.00 a pound and up, and vehicles and their occupants
receiver with 88 catches for
Howard Boone, 104, second; people. The latter aspect is good, two U.S. advisers with the imi plenty of flowers that must cost a when they „crash into trees,
1,32$ yards and a dozen touch„Brent Austin, 109, third.
he said, but of course the prtmary. when the rounds fell on it. dollar a bloom. Squirrels that concrete walls or overturn at
Al. -Girls-14-17.49- holes-3
speeds- ranging from 30 to -99 -----4-dvidtage mums, will be that Spokearncr.
-deTcz- II EEc eçeendt
i acrid - it -was th._ may e:,‘st a-dollar a- pound,
- • • ; •is an AII-Amenca every
'
Jan Stiuffelf,-50, *inner; Tifen it will have a four-lane link with -v-aarst such incident sindt-las
miles per hour.
Gay Crass, left, and Jan Shuffett were winners in the age 14-17 Quertermous, 62, second; Gay
daf,Thoth on the practice field
The club's next meetings__
Hobbies and sports cost some
April. 5 when a US. helirop
other four-lane highways,
division of the. Junior Golf Tournament at the Calloway County
and in a game," says Dickey.
Crass, 64, third.
South
Vietna money, but'they are worth it if President Max Hurt announced,
dat
a
The
four-laning,
as
proposed,
"I don't think a coach could ask Country Club. Winners in the boys division, Pat Ryan, Bruce
Girls 12-13 (6 holes)
would extend from the end of the mese unit in the Central they can take your mind off of the will be held at noon Wednesday,
any more out of a player than Scott, and Dale (Bubbal Hughes were unavailable for pictures.
Lynn Hewitt, 50, winner;
11
a • trials and tribulations of the day. August 19, instead of the usual
present four4aning north of the Highlands, killing
Carlos gives."
Sharon Fandrich, 52, second; city to within a short distance
Thursday luncheon meeting.
of wounding 30.
Tailback Tommy Durrance
Tonya Carroll, 62, third.
This will enable the members
The
United
Thursday
'
States
accident
Postoffice,
The
Benton. It is just a short distance
was second highest scorer in
Girls 11 and under (3 holes)
the four-laning being investigate, itokesmen under new and different to participate in a city-wide civic
through
Benton
to
SEC history with 110 points)
Tammy Boone, 23, winner; JT11
management will be making meeting in connection with the
near Kentucky Dam and the four- said.
while scoring a record 18 touchAustin, 25, second; -Mary Ann laning Purchase Parkway.
Air Force B2 Stratofortres some changes. One obvious proposed four-Inning and redowns, and Tennessee's Curt
Littleton, third and Leeanna
their
daily change will be the new seal of the routing of U. S. Highway 641
continued
There is a probability that an ses
Watson (8071 is the only returnDick, fourth.
missions in support of the Postoffice Department, which we between Murray and Benton.
exchange
will
be
constructed
on
ing SC runner who gained
the east-west highway which runs O'Reilly base, which is manned do not like. Someone with little The meeting will be held in the
more yardage than Tommy
imagination and great disregard University School auditorium at,
through Hardin, thus eliminating by South Vietnamese forces.
731) last year. "Durrance
"
State'. University,
The B52 bombers also ranged for history and tradition changed Murray
with this
a
difficult
situation
plays his position as well as
over the Ho Chi Minh Trail in the old seal of the Pony Express following lunch in the school's
crossroads.
anybody I've had," says Dickey
eastern Laos and Communist Rider into an Eagle with the cafeteria.
The final standings In Summer By using corridor 4, only fifteen supply routes in
who caached Watson last year.
t
Cambodia inscription under it "U.S. Mail".
relocated.
families
will
have
to
be
Mixed League Bowling have be
The fourth member of that
during the period, spokesmen
If
the
highway
is
four-lane
announced by league officials.
all-junior backfield is 210-pound
said.
Tied for first place were Fred constructed along the present
fullback Mike Rich who averAction involving U.S. troops
Benton
Road,
families
then
115
Jim
Kay
Lax,
and
Paul
Stalls
and
aged four yards per plunge in
was generally light and scatand
19
have
to
businesses
would
Lea and Marilyn Parks.
'69 and was acclaimed by
tered, spokesmen said. They
High individual game score be moved.
Graves as -one of the finest
(Continued From Page 1)
listed
four ground engagements
All
attend
people who wish to
was won by Fred Stalls and
power runners seen in many
in which two Americans were
are
the
luncheon
and
meeting
Captain Henry was a
Parks.
Thiland.
Winners in the age 11 and under division of the Calloway County Marilyn
years at Florida."
Mrs. Bill ;Myrtle) Lyons of 413
killed and 15 wounded, with
High individual series went to urged to be- present at noon on Communist losses set at 1 commander pilot of the free North 5th Street, Murray, died
Country
Club
Junior
Golf
tournament
were
left
to
right,
Gary
the other three men Florida
August
19,
next
Wednesday.
Any
world's largest and fastest suddenly this morning at three
Sullivan, Howard Boone, Tammy Boone, Jill Austin, and Mary Fred Butterworth and Isabel
is pushing for all-star recognigroups that plan to attend dead. Two other America helicopter, the C-H 53.
Ann Littleton.
Parks.
o'clock at her home. She had been
1
killed
and
reported
were
tion are on the defensive unit
Scoring the highest averages possibly should call the cafeteria wounded in mine and boob
His mother was the former in ill health for sometime but her
with 6-foot-5, 245-pound end
to
let
them
know
how
many
will
were Lyman Dison and Betty
Jane Melugin, daughter of Mrs. death was -unexpected. She was
trap incidents.
Jack Youngblood rated the best
attend, Hughes continued.
Clifford Melugin and the late Mr. 69 years of age.
Dixon.
Cambodia,
a
lull
in
In
of the lot. The Gators are count"This is our opportunity to let
Melugin of Olive Street, Murray. Survivors are her husband, Bill
continued.
military
action
ing on seniorJack Burns to offthe Kentucky Department of
Funeral arrangements are Lyons of 413 North 5th Street,
set the loss of defensive ace
hways know how much we
incomplete at this time.
Murray; two daughters, Mrs.
Steve Tannen and feel 220-pound
want this four-lane highway",
Survivors include his parents Ora Lee (Ruby), Elkins of Almo
senior Mike Kelley will be one
Hughes said. "I personally urge
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Henry, Heights and Mrs. Evelyn Wick of
of the better linebackers in the
By MILTON RICHMAN
same way.
each person to make plans to take
Sr., 1125 Culberhouse, Jonesboro, Detroit, Mich.; one son, Tommy
UPI Sports Writer
South.
Mutual Pride
1)
Page
this
public
From
(Continued
this time out to attend
Arkansas, two sisters, Mrs. Sid Lyons of Almo Heights; one
"You need at least a half- NEWPORT, R.I. f UPIV( -The "I'm proud of the crew," he
hearing", he concluded.
to Graves Morris, Easley of Murray and Miss Janey stepson, Robert Lyons of Mt.
According
players,
the
kind
dozen super
Intrepid has one big advantage says. "They've done an outtournament chairman, the entry Henry of Jonesboro, Arkansas. Vernon, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Toy
who can make the plays that liver all others. Bill Ficker, her standing job. They started as
fee is $15. This includes practice
Garland of Murray; nine grandwin games for you," says Dickey ;kipper.
individuals and we decided we CAMBRIDGE JUNCTION,
rounds Thursday and Friday
children; one great grandchild.
who won two SEC championHe shines alone or in a crowd would have a team effort. MICHIGAN-Richard Petty of
before the tournament and lunch
Funeral arrangements are
ships during his six years ar because he wears his hair Yul Originally we were underdogs. I Randleman, N. C. and Cale
both Saturday and Sunday during
• • •
incomplete, but friends may call
Tennessee.
Brynner style. Shaven clean on don't think we are any more, Yarborough of Timmonsville, S.
play.
competitive
at the Max H. Churchill Funeral
"But, on top of that, you need top. Nothing at all like Joe though I guess we have a bit of C. finished the recent Dixie 500
(Continued From Pau, 1)
Flights,foursomes and starting (Continued From Pegs 1)
after one p.m. today (Saturday).
an edge of the Valiant but it NASCAR Grand National stock
35 good, solid SEC-caliber foot- Pepitone.
times will be announced Thurcar race in that order behind the
ball players to be a solid title
Bill Ficker says he doesn't isn't that big an edge "
them came to take advantage of sday, August 20, although entries convinced that the gradual
the suit on behalf of Florida
contender.
abject to long hair, yet all 10 of Ficker arid his crew are wheel of the respective Plymouth the unlimited opportunities for
release of the gas over several Gov.
"We have the half-dozen super his crew members wear their popular with many people here, Superbird and Mercury Cyclone camping, hunting, boating, water will be accepted until the tourClaude Kirk and the
nament gets under way, Morris years as the coffins broke down Environmental Defense Fund
some of whom wear buttons automobiles.
players. But we have only 25 hair neat and fairly short.
skiing,'fishing, hiking, and na4ure said.
in the sea water would pose far
considered whether to appeal
players who should be able to "We do have certain rules," which say: "Ficker Is Quick- On the heels of his successful study.
Championship trophies and less danger to marine life.
The gas was carried in two
hold their own and after that, Ficker says. "I feel if we're er." His crew had the buttons Dixie 500 outing, Petty has been
Representing the millionth
golf merchandise, valued at more While the Army pondered trains from its storage at Army
tabbed by the Union 76 Racing
we can get out-personneled in a going to have a team effort made
visitor were Mr. Thomas LaDuke
in Judge Green's request - a arsenals
hurry," Dickey adds.
everybody should be neatly ''I was flattered that they Panel of Experts as the favorite and his family from Chicago. The than $1,200, will be awarded
in Kentucky and
;pokesrnan said it likely would
"My biggest disappointment groomed and not brushing hair would come up with something to win the Yankee 400 race LaDukes checked in at Hillman the five flights.
Alabama to the Sunny Point
not
have
a
decision
until
Oaks Pro Ira Lee Story rates
last spring was the lack of time out of his eyes when he tacks. like that, but I think 3,000 scheduled for this Sunday Ferry, Land Between the Lakes
Military Ocean Terminal at
the 6,270-yard course in excellent Saturday-lawyers who brought South Port, N.C.
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